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President’s Message
Thanks to our volunteers and new members who stepped
up to assist the Education and Events committee and the
Marketing and Communications committees. We feel your
enthusiasm, energy and new ideas. There are many exciting
opportunities to serve your membership, and your volunteer contribution is already making a difference.
We congratulate our new members, our Chapter has grown
with 17 new members; 4 % increase over the past year.
More have signed up for courses in their respective specialties.
We want to hear your stories and expertise, to feed the hunger of learning something new in future newsletters. By writing articles or providing articles, you can
inspire and be informative. Nominations are accepted for a Creative Writing Award
or for the Bentall Literary Award honouring excellence in your field.

CHAIR
John Bowen, FRI, CPM®, ARP
VICE CHAIR
Katherine Weiss, CPM®
PAST CHAIR
Ken Finch, CPM®, FRI

Our Industry Leader Series, Realtor seminars, Building Tours and upcoming learning opportunities, such as Sustainability, enhances our knowledge base as working
professionals. We welcome your feedback and request suggestions for interesting
topics. Contact our committee chairs or our administrator with your ideas.

REIC Mission, Core Values, Vision

During this holiday season take some time out for yourself, your family and give to
those less privileged around us. There are many needs for children’s toys as well
as winter clothing for newcomers to our land. Pick-up a cause and follow-through
for we are most fortunate to live in such a great city -Toronto.

Our Mission
The Real Estate Institute of Canada’s
objective is to advance professionalism
in the real estate industry.
Our Vision
An organization leveraging our diverse
expertise to benefit all stakeholders

Best wishes, good health to all and a Happy New Year.

Eugene Korneluk, BA, CPM®

Core Values
We believe in:
The value of high ethical standards
The benefit of experience
The power of knowledge and the
importance of sharing it
The strength of our diverse professional
community
Discover the benefits of choosing a
professionally designated REIC member.
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Thanks to our
SPONSORS

Upcoming Events

18 Industry Leader Series – Donald Schmitt
September 26 Meet & Greet with REIC Toronto Chapter
September

SPONSORSHIP PROGRAM

Mentors

2

Corporate sponsorship introduces your business to the most successful people you work within real
November
2013 REIC Toronto Chapter Awards Dinner estate, and affords your organization the opportunity to access key decision makers. It also offers
Westin Prince Hotel
your organization the opportunity to be visible promoters of your business through the real estate
industry through our programs,
seminars and tours. Please contact us at info@reictoronto.com
Tel | Cell | Fax
416 443 0300
416 520 5544
416 443 8619
Email | Web
Realtor@Kenfinch.net
www.KenFinch.net

Shops at Don Mills
8 Sampson Mews, Ste 201
Toronto, Ontario, M3C 0H5

Office: 416 443 9250
Fax: 416 443 9260
email: johroberts@trebnet.com
JOHNMARK E. ROBERTS, FRI
Broker of Record
209-1370 Don Mills Rd., Toronto, ON, M3B

INTERESTED IN A REAL ESTATE RELATED
BUILDING TOUR OR EVENT?
PLEASE SEND US SUGGESTIONS TO
JOB POSTING
events@reictoronto.com
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Looking for a new job, career change or wishing to advertise a new
position on the REIC website. click here to view The Career Centre
REIC offers a career posting service that’s cost-effective advertising
of positions available in the real estate industry, for further details,
contact sandra.demedeiros@reic.com

November - Toronto 2015 Pan American / Parapan American
Games Presentation & Tour
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December Building Value Through Site Expansion: A Case
Study of Yorkdale Shopping Centre
December - Holiday Social

Upcoming Events

20 Building Tour & “Winter Blues” Social Event
March 1 Industry Leader Speaker Series
January

April

7 Springfest Seminar Series

April

- Annual General Meeting & Breakfast Seminar
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10 Real Estate Trends to Watch for in the
Canadian Housing Market in 2016
By Josh Sherman

Photo: Maëlick/Flickr

T

he Urban Land Institute (ULI) and PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) recently jointly released their Emerging
Trends in Real Estate report.

The annual report identifies what investors should look
out for in the Canadian and American real estate markets over the following year, drawing on a vast number of
sources. ULI, a nonprofit and research organization, and
PwC, the global advisory firm, publish the report every
fall.
For the purposes of the 102-page report, ULI and PwC surveyed and interviewed over 1,400 industry experts from
investors and fund managers to developers and consultants.
Frank Magliocco, PwC’s national real estate practice
leader, outlined in a statement some of the changes the

Canadian market is undergoing.
“From Canada’s aging population creating opportunities in market sub-sectors like healthcare, to technology
transforming the demand for space, the way investors do
business and construction itself, industry players that recognize these opportunities will benefit from an evolving
market,” he explained.
Here’s a rundown of the trends outlined in Canadian portion of the 37th annual Emerging Trends in Real Estate
report.
1. Investors acting with caution
Instead of a real estate bubble burst, ULI and PwC expect
to see market activity flow from west to east and towards
less speculative investments such as warehouses, malls,

and fulfilment centres. “More than anything else, it seems
that respondents believe that the Canadian market is due
to take a breather rather than take a dive,” according to
the report.
2. A shortage of “top-tier” properties for some
Top-tier properties are selling, but buyers like pension
funds and real estate investment trusts are throwing their
weight around, according to the report. That’s led smallerscale purchasers to turn towards older, less-coveted properties that require more renovations and upgrades to see a
return on investment.
3. The Changing face of office leasing
Given the shortfall of highly sought after properties available to non-institutional buyers, some are simply turning
to the properties they already own to improve yield. This
has had an effect on the nature of leasing, the report suggested. With landlords’ heightened expectations for returns on current holdings, office spaces are being split up
and leases are getting longer. Meanwhile, tenants are allocating less space per employee and foregoing high-end
amenities, opting for value instead.
4. The US dollar as a source of some optimism
With uncertain economic conditions in China and Europe,
Canadian firms are looking stateside for a boost in investment, even though US recovery from the Great Recession
hasn’t been particularly strong. Regardless, the US dollar
is outpacing the Canadian dollar, and this could prove
beneficial for markets here at home. The eastern market’s
industrial real estate markets could reap the benefits of
this in 2016, the report predicted.
5. The influence of lower oil prices
In an informal BuzzBuzzHome News survey of economists from major Canadian banks this August, oil prices
were identified as one of the housing-market factors to
watch for the rest of the year. The Emerging Trends report
suggests this will continue for 2016. While large-propertyholdings activity has been stagnant in Alberta, the drop in
oil prices may spur growth in other regions.
In particular gas pump savings could have a ripple effect.
Businesses and consumers spending less on fuel might
choose to direct those savings elsewhere, bolstering retail,
for instance. The end result may be strengthened commercial and industrial real estate markets.
6. Foreign investors eyeing Canadian real estate

Global investors continue to see Canada as a safe haven
for their capital, and the lower Canadian dollar only adds
to the country’s appeal. Many respondents expect foreign
investment to continue to flow into Canadian real estate
— not only into the hottest markets in Vancouver and Toronto, but also into Montreal and even Saskatoon, where
interest in farmland and development land is rising.
7. Heightening housing affordability concerns
Housing affordability is a key issue in the run up to the
Canadian federal election. It’s also a trend to watch in
the nation’s housing market, according to The Emerging
Trends in Real Estate report. It identified a number of factors that it said are currently driving up housing prices.
For instance, in Ontario, greenbelt legislation resulted in
a plan to conserve 1.8 million acres of land, affecting land
supply. In addition costs associated with development applications and construction are stoking home prices once
units hit the market.
8. More and more renters
With housing affordability a concern, attitudes towards
renting rather than owning are changing. This shift is
spawning a new demographic that the report calls “permanent renters” for some markets. A growing portion of
the Canadian population ditching home-ownership aspirations and instead seeking rental units will provide new
opportunities for investors.
9. Suburbs’ resiliency
Canada is urbanizing. Still, the suburbs are going strong.
As home prices continue to reach new heights in Canada’s
hottest real estate markets causing some to look to rentals,
others will seek ownership in the suburbs. Improved suburban transit infrastructure will further ignite this interest
outside of city cores.
10. The disruptive force of technology
Shopping for a home? There are apps for that. As in virtually every other market, technology is transforming real
estate. For instance, the report noted that Google Maps
doesn’t just help users get from point A to point B: investors can use Streetview to scope out an area in seconds.
Meanwhile, E-commerce start-ups are seeking office
space, igniting commercial real estate markets. Retailers
are increasingly looking for places to house inventory
rather than to sell goods to customers from because online shopping has taken off. More broadly, technology is
shaping the built form of cities themselves as it impacts
the design and construction processes.

IREM Conference, Salt Lake City, Utah
City Creek Center Tour
By Ken Finch, FRI, CPM

D

uring the IREM Conference, attendees had the opportunity to attend a
“behind the scenes” building tour organized by the Salt Lake City IREM Chapter. The tour included stops in the newly
developed two city block complex, City
Creek Center. The retail component features a sunlit creek that meanders through
fountains, over waterfalls and alongside
110 stores and restaurants. A unique feature of this retail complex is the openair promenade which creates the perfect
climate in any season. The centre has a
fully retractable glass roof that can be
opened on warm days, providing sunlight
and fresh air, and reducing the demand
for heating and air conditioning. Snaking
through the central walkways and plazas
is a 1,200 foot long authentic re-creation
of the south fork of City Creek, the iconic
waterway that once coursed through the
city. The creek broadens near the customer service desk into a tranquil pond.
Hundreds of rainbow and brown trout
glide among the rocks in the pond and
east shopping centre section of the creek,
that employs a full time botanist.
During the summer months they remove
several pounds of algae per week from the
creek to keep the area consistent with a
first class shopping centre. At the top of
every hour, patrons enjoy beautiful choreographed fountain shows, with magical
fire accents after dusk at the Transcend
fountain in Richards Court. The interactive Engage fountain nearby is a summertime favourite of children who love
to chase its wet animations. A skybridge
over Main Street connects the second level walkways of the two blocks.
Transparent and iconic, the glass walls
of the bridge are etched with an artful,
textured leaf pattern that casts dappled
shadows and evokes the natural setting.
The bridge also offers new vistas of Main
Street and is a spectacular feature of the
complex.

IREM CORNER
By John Bowen, FRI, ARP, CPM

T

he IREM Fall Conference and Annual General Meeting
was held in Salt Lake City, Utah this year from October
20 – 24, 2015. The first day featured an International Forum which included our Toronto Chapter as well as other
Chapters from Canada, China, Japan, Brazil and Ukraine.
Many ideas were shared about geographical issues, marketing workshops, young professional events and networking opportunities.
The Ignition to Innovation session included presentations
from five Chapters about their recent accomplishments at
the local chapter level. I was very proud that the Toronto
Chapter was chosen out of 100 Chapters in North America
to present to the audience at this year’s conference the success story of our Industry Leader Series. Ken Finch, FRI,
CPM and John Bowen, FRI, ARP, CPM outlined how this
speaking series was created and won the Innovation Award
last year at the IREM conference in Washington D.C. The
audience was given some examples of the high profile
speakers featured and the various topics they covered.
We outlined the objective of the Series which is to organize sessions with executives who have the ability to aspire change within the real estate industry. These Industry
Leader Series morning events were organized with the assistance of David Roberts, CLO and sponsored by the law
firm of McMillan LLP.
At the session with other Canadian Chapter representatives,
Mary Aubrey, CPM, the Regional V.P. Region 14 outlined
the IREM requirements and obligations for our various Canadian chapters. Michael Lanning, CPM President-elect
attended our Canadian session and offered great insight
into Corporate Outreach visits, one of which he attended

from the U.S. to assist the Toronto IREM Chapter outlining
the benefits of IREM and REIC to three real estate companies and a University as we continue building relationships
with other educational partners.
The conference ended with a networking event prior to the
Awards Dinner where Christopher Mellen, CPM, ARM became the new IREM President for 2016. Bentall Kennedy
won the Corporate REME Award for Corporate Responsibility. Cheryl Gray, CPM from the Toronto Chapter accepted
the award for Bentall Kennedy.
“This was my first
year attending an
IREM conference
and it was eyeopening to see the
vast amount of talent represented by
over 600 CPM’s and
ARM’s from across
North America and
around the world.
If anyone is thinking of attending an
educational conference in the future, I
highly recommend
this fall conference
for superior educational seminars
offered during the
five days.”

Arrivals area at Winnipeg Richardson International Airport

The Changing Airport Landscape

By Vivian Pettigrew CPM®

I

n your recent travels, be it for business or pleasure, you
have without doubt noticed that the airport landscapes
have evolved enormously particularly in the last ten years.
As the number of air travelers has been steadily increasing,
airports have been striving to upgrade the infrastructure to
meet present and future passenger demands. Over a third
of global trade by value is transported through the skies
and what’s more - airlines will carry 3.5 billion passengers--or around 9.6 million each day! The air industry has
evolved into a job creation machine, supporting some 58
million jobs around the world when we include the benefits of aviation-related tourism.
In Canada, we have an air transportation sector with a
$35-billion economic footprint and 140,000 directly employed Canadians. Our major airports handled close to
100 million passengers in 2014. Over the next years the
passenger traffic in Canada is expected to continue to rise.
As a result, the proportions of airport passenger terminals
have been subjected to a tremendous growth spurt at the
major Canadian Airports and worldwide.
With technological innovations and sociological expectations constantly driving design forward, airports are on the
cutting edge of this thrust. Given the large investments in

billions, prominent architects have been tapped to take on
the mega airport projects. These highly sought-after prestigious assignments are challenging and offer an opportunity to expose the architects’ creative work to millions of
people every year.
The task, however, is not a simple one. Architects have
been faced with demands to create a stunning design for
structures of mammoth proportions with a commitment for
aesthetics, environmental efficiency, security and competitiveness. Their task is to transform busiest airport terminals
into fully functional works of art while staying true (whenever possible) to local cultures and sensibilities. These remarkable structures are not only exceedingly more interesting and inviting than they once were but they’re designed
to transform the entire passenger experience. New designs
have certainly captured people’s attention and been the
subject of endless conversations.
Beautiful terminals with high-end retail and other amenities
make a traveler’s layover more pleasant and allow airlines
to keep ticket costs down. Globalization is rapidly expanding the need for new airports and airport cities. Once can
see the resurgence in inspired design through out the world

The Rock-Wellington Terminal in New Zealand

in North America, Europe, Asia and Australia. Let’s look at
some of the more recent world innovations. On the home
front, architect César Pelli (who designed the Petronas Towers in Malaysia and the International Financial Centre in
Hong Kong) designed the new passenger terminal building
at the Winnipeg Richardson International Airport. When he
conceived this terminal, he drew his inspiration from the
landscape around him - the vast prairies and sky. He cleverly fills the space with light and brings the big sky inside
-- a design element that (along with “smart” mechanical
systems) helps reduce overall energy consumption. It is the
first airport terminal in Canada to become LEED certified.
Looking beyond Canada, Winnipeg Richardson International Airport is one of only17 terminals in North America,
and one of only 24 terminals worldwide to receive LEED
Silver certification.
There has been a flurry of airport redevelopment on the
international scene as well. Should you have plans to visit
New Zealand and Wellington Airport is on your itinerary
get ready for a departure from the “sensation of light” trend
in the expanded international terminal -- nicknamed “The
Rock”... This work of art has been selected for least 13

awards.
The building’s architects drew inspiration from rock formations along the Wellington coastline. It cost $60 million
and took five years to complete. Nick Barratt-Boyes opted to build 3 copper-clad structures that from the outside
look like a trio of boulders. (Critics say it reminds them of
pumpkins, eggs, or at worst, a collection of cow dung.) The
pre-weathered metal is designed to develop a blue-green
patina as the buildings are exposed to the elements.
China and India have very significant airport development
plans - See more at: http://www.wsj.com/ad/article/airbusairport-development#sthash.Ach8K8xz.dpuf . Developing
countries such as India and China also have seen major
changes. The decisions to privatize airports in both India
and China have led to major evolutionary changes in airport management and to the existing airport infrastructures.
Two noteworthy mega projects were the construction of
Terminal 2 at the Mumbai’s Chhatrapati Shivaji International and Terminal 3 at the Shenzhen Bao’am International Airport in China.

Shenzhen Bao’am International Airport in China

The Italian Studio Fuksas designed terminal 3 as pictured
above. It has been hailed as an architectural masterstroke
and symbol of China’s explosion onto the world stage of
global travel.
Studio Fuksas created an interior, as striking and elegant as
the exterior. The spatial concept is one of fluidity and combines two different ideas: the idea of movement and the
idea of pause. It is three times the size of terminals A and B
and mirrors the look of a manta ray, a fish that can change
its own shape. The three-floor, 123-acre facility cost about
$1.4 billion. It has the ability to accommodate any type of
plane in the world.
Passenger’s options for air travel will continue to evolve.
Twenty years ago, passengers were most likely to fly on
an airline from Europe or North America. Over the next
20 years, passengers will see greater diversity among the
world’s airlines as the emerging markets such as Mexico,

Asia Pacific, the Middle East and Latin America expand.
In a nutshell, international air traffic is on the rise; the new
emerging markets will impact positively on the air traffic at
airports worldwide. Given that Canada is a natural travel
hub for traffic between the Americas, Europe and Asia, this
will represent tremendous growth potential for Canada’s
trade based and tourism economy. In addition, whether
through travel or the media, people will become more
aware that the aviation market in many world regions is
undergoing, or has undergone, a period of significant structural change, with the intention of making it more dynamic
and responsive to market needs and passenger preferences.
Cities of the past were shaped by their access to seaports
and railways. In the near future, airports will end up being
the cornerstones of tomorrow’s economy, shaping emerging countries and regions in the same way.

“Canadian Apartments
Interest More Than
Canadians”
A one-on-one talk with Derek Lobo,
CEO and owner of SVN Rock Advisors Inc., Brokerage, and Canada’s
multi-family real estate expert
By Ramona Ursu, FRI, CLO
You’ve traveled a lot this past.
Chicago, Munich, Aberdeen, and
now, you’re in Dubai, working with
various investors and bringing back
that knowledge to your existing
clientele. Every one of your trips is
different. Tell us a little bit about
the lessons learnt.
DL: One of the things I’ve learnt is that Canada is probably
the most attractive place in the world to invest. Everyone
has the United States on their list of “where I want to
be”, however, where they really want to be is Canada,
but they see our country as being “too small”. When I sat
down at the ExpoReal Conference in Munich, I heard all
these positive things about Canada, but then up came the
supply question, and people argued there is a shortage
of institutional-quality product. Someone Gord Vollmer,
Morguard said only 2% of the world’s institutionalquality investments are in Canada, yet Canada is seen as
the safest places [to invest] in the world; hence it seems
to me we need to be creating more institutional-quality
product, especially in the apartment sector. This is why
our company focuses a lot of time on new apartment
construction, and in fact, we’ve just completed a $250
million dollar transaction that was new construction
based. This is what apartment-building owners want: they
want their apartment buildings to look like their office
buildings.
In regards to Aberdeen, it’s surprising that most of Europe
does not have the market-driven apartment business that
exists in America and Canada. When European pension

funds want to own apartment-portfolios, they have to
come to North America to buy them. This past year, one of
our clients has decided to look into building purpose-build
rentals in Europe, and they looked for people there to do
a feasibility study that answers the questions we typically
answer in our own feasibility studies: should you build,
what should you built, how much should you charge, and
what is the depth of the market – but there really weren’t
any experts in the UK who could do this. Our client hence
approached us and asked us to go to Scotland and do
the study. Scott Midgley, our VP of Research, and I went
there, and it took us a little longer than usual to complete
the study, but it wasn’t unlike the first time we went to
Phoenix, or the first time we went to Oakland, or the first
time we went to Colona. The rental market is the rental
market.
This year you’ve bought SVN Canada, a platform
for taking the brokerage business nationally, and
internationally, via franchising the largest privately
owned real estate firm in the US. What is the
immediate opportunity you foresee for US crossborder investment?
DL: You know, America is probably the choice of foreign
money in the world for real estate, and the reason is
simply because of the size of the American economy, and
the fact that there is always product available. So when
we did our homework, which we can share below with
you, we found that the single largest investor in real estate
in the US are Canadians! And that’s maybe not a huge
surprise, but it’s interesting to note that while, say, the
State of Kuwait was high on the list, their average deal size

was $72 million dollars; Canadians, on the other hand had
done much more volume with smaller-size deals. So we
think there is a tremendous opportunity for Canadians that
own real estate in America, who bought it many years ago,
to receive both the capital gains, and also the arbitrage
on the Canadian dollar – currently a 30% premium. We
want to facilitate those transactions, and SVN has 191
offices and 1155 agents across America. What that brings
our clients is institutional-grade service at the local level,
which no Canadian firm can provide. Also, SVN’s unique
co-operating brokerage model really facilitates these
transactions to occur at the true top-value of the asset.
What do you tell foreign investors about the Canadian
multi-family market and what are some trends? Tell
us a few ways your clients can invest, based on their
risk profile.

but to find all the members of that team [that will look after
the asset], including the financing, if needed.
You’re in Dubai for almost a month. Other than
spending time with your clients, what do you most
look forward to?
DL: I’ve read many stories about Dubai, and have always
been fascinated with its history and transformation. I
remember when I was very young, my father and I were
flying from Asia to Canada for the first time and the plane
stopped in Dubai. The air was incredibly hot, and back
then, Dubai was of course not what is it today, but I bet the
wall of heat is still there; I look forward to reliving a bit of
that memory, as well, I have family there, so a lot of these
things tie together.

Ramona Ursu (interviewer) acts as the Director,
DL: I always tell foreign investors to be patient, because at Corporate Outreach for REIC. She can be reached at
any given time, you can go to America and find a portfolio ramona.ursu@svn.com
of 5,000 units available at 5.5% cap rate. But that comes
with brutal competition, significant overbuilding, and volatility in the market
place that almost resembles the hotel
industry. If you come to Canada, you take
To honour her
a lower rate, and yes, your accumulation
dedication to the
will be slower, but the investment will
Memorial Award at Seneca
real estate
be steady. And investors don’t come to
Canada to hit a home-run. They come
profession, the
to Canada for wealth-preservation, taxAlice Costantino
shelter and maybe a currency-play if
Memorial Award
they get their timing right. But they’re
has been
coming here for quality and stability,
and the Canadian market place offers
established by
stability like no other. Now we have to
her family. Each
work on giving the foreign investors the
year a student in
quality of product that they want.

Alice Costantino

How would you help a foreign investor
that wants minimal involvement and
maximum returns?
DL: Most foreign investors are not
coming here because they want to be
property managers or asset managers.
They’re coming here because they
believe in the Canadian economy and
real estate. We’ve done a number of
deals with sovereign wealth funds and
private wealthy individuals from Asia and
Europe. They are always quality oriented
in terms of what they buy, how they
manage and maintain their buildings,
and how they pay their on-the-ground
Canadian staff. These owners want bestin-class and are looking at the long term.
Our job is not only to do the transaction,

the faculty of
Business at
Seneca College
will receive a
cash award
recognizing their
financial need
and academic
standing.

To l e a r n m o r e , o r c o n t r i b u t e t o
the endowment, please visit:
www.senecacollege.ca/alumni/award_info/alice_costantino.html

Bill 106 Highlights- Mandatory Licensing of Condominium Managers
By Denise Lash

I

n addition to amending the Condominium Act, Bill 106 also enacts
the Condominium Management
Services Act. This legislation will
require mandatory licensing of all
individual condominium managers,
and condominium management
companies (which are referred to
in the legislation as condominium
management providers).

Like the Condominium Authority, which we discussed in an earlier blog post, the licensing authority will be an independent notfor-profit corporation, subject to oversight by both the Minister of
Government and Consumer Services and the Auditor General. After the initial government funding, the licensing authority will fund
itself through licence fees.
While many details will need to be set out in the regulations, which
have not yet been drafted, the proposed Condominium Management Services Act contains a number of provisions designed to
protect condominium corporations:
1. No individual or company can provide condominium management services unless licensed or otherwise exempted under the
regulations. “Condominium management services” is defined in
the legislation as any of the following:
•the collection or holding of common expense contributions or
other amounts payable to a condominium corporation, and/or
•exercising powers and duties delegated by the condominium
board of directors, including making payments to third parties
on behalf of the condominium, negotiating or entering into contracts on behalf of the condominium corporation, or supervising
employees or contractors hired or engaged by the condominium
corporation.
2. An unlicensed manager will not be able to commence legal
proceedings for payment of remuneration for any management
services rendered.
3. Minimum qualifications to be a condominium manager will be
prescribed in the regulations. (It is expected that the regulations
will set out transition periods for current managers to comply with
the new licensing requirements.) However, even if an applicant
meets the prescribed requirements, an application for a licence
can be refused, if:
•having regard to the applicant’s financial position, the applicant
cannot reasonably be expected to be financially responsible, or
•the applicant’s past or present conduct affords reasonable
grounds for belief that the applicant will not perform the licensed
activities in accordance with the law and with integrity and honesty, or
•the applicant makes a false statement in the application.
4. Every licensed condominium management services provider
must, within five days, notify the Registrar of the date of com-

mencement or termination of the employment of every condominium manager that the provider employs, and in the case of termination of a condominium manager, the reason for the termination.
5. Anyone providing condominium management services must
have a written contract with the condominium corporation governing the services provided. The contract must comply with the
requirements set out in the regulations.
6. In the event the manager has a conflict of interest with respect
to any contract or transaction, the condominium manager or condominium management services provider must disclose the conflict in writing to the condominium corporation.
7. Upon termination of a condominium management services
contract, all books and records are required to be immediately
transferred to the condominium corporation and cannot be retained as a means of pressuring for payment of unpaid fees.
8. The legislation contemplates that a code of ethics will be set out
in the regulations. A breach of the code of ethics can be referred
to a discipline committee. In the event of a breach of the code of
ethics, the discipline committee will have considerable powers,
including the ability to impose fines to a maximum of $25,000.
9. Complaints about a condominium manager or condominium
management services provider can be filed with the Registrar, who
will have considerable powers to deal with the complaint, including:
•mediating the complaint,
•providing a written warning to the manager,
•requiring a manager to take additional educational courses,
•revoking a manager’s licence, or
•if the manager has failed to comply with the code of ethics, referring the matter to the discipline committee.
10. The licensing authority can appoint inspectors who will have
the authority to enter the business premises of a condominium
manager or condominium management services provider without
a warrant or court order. Inspectors’ powers will include the ability
to freeze the assets of a licensed condominium manager or former
licensed manager.
11. It will be an offence to carry out condominium management
services without being licensed. Any person or entity convicted
of an offence is liable to be fined or imprisoned, in the case of an
individual. In addition, the court making the conviction may also
make compensation or restitution orders.
The mandatory licensing of condominium managers is welcomed
not only by condominium corporations, but also by the condominium management industry. The many reputable, qualified
condominium managers and condominium management services
providers have for years called for a licensing process to set out
mandatory minimum qualifications and to prevent unqualified
and/or unscrupulous persons from providing condominium management services.

Master Anything By Doing One Thing… Learning
By Natalka Falcomer Hons B.A. JD
He who learns but does not think, is lost! He who thinks but does not learn is in great danger.
- Confucius

I

’m a fanatic learner. I’m always learning
about different subjects, industries and
professions. This fanaticism has been
categorized as a serious character flaw
– Another course? Another designation?
You’re so unfocused. Although initially
hurt, I’m now impervious to the “eyerolls” and slights. What my critics don’t
know is that this flaw has actually been a
great advantage.
Learning helped me develop the discipline to consider different perspectives
before acting and it taught me that finding the best solutions only come from connecting a vast
range of ideas from different fields. Apparently, Leonardo
Da Vinci and the (overly-revered) Steve Jobs did the same…
only at a much higher, better and more profound way than
me, to be sure.
Each learning occasion opened my eyes to possibility and
to opportunity; whether I was learning from the mistakes of
my mentors or learning from my teachers while earning a
professional designation.
If you need an example, here it is: I was able to create an
entirely new and improved way of delivering legal services
only because I first learned how to practice law, sell real
estate and build a leasing and property management company. Just like you, I’m wary of any anecdotal evidence
and never spin a fact out of the experience of one person,
so it gives me great relief that others have experienced the
same thing ….
The Masters Knew the Secret to Their Success Was Learning
Learning is what all of the greats - Charles Darwin, Mozart, and Henry Ford - and contemporary leaders - Richard
Branson, Peter Thiel and Bill Gates - did in order to succeed. They all intimately understood that they would not
succeed if they did not learn. It’s a simple, obvious fact, yet
few do it.
Perhaps we ignore the vanilla concept of learning because
it’s just that, vanilla. Learning is mundane and “untweetable”. There’s no glory, achievement, epic pieces of work
or “game changing” innovations. Given that learning isn’t
glamorous, it’s no wonder that when we talk about the
“greats”, we strictly focus on their glory and talk little of the

drudgery of learning.
With this misplaced focus, it’s also no
wonder that our efforts to replicate our
hero’s success always end in failure. The
reality is that the learning process is not
overnight or immediate. Rather, it took
decades to transform the minds of our
heroes in ways that inevitably led them
to their future success.
How Does This Help You?
How does this help you increase sales,
build your profile and close more deals?
Simple: learn from the real estate gurus. So, what are the
gurus doing? They’re all busy learning about the industry
and learning how to refine their craft. They are not watching Game of Thrones (do people still watch this?) or complaining about their low sales, ungrateful clients or the general unfairness of life.
The gurus know that learning does more than just get you
a designation to hang on your wall (although, this is very
helpful and required if you’re holding yourself out as a
doctor, lawyer or real estate pro). I draw this conclusion
from the very mouths of the gurus who I met as a Real
Estate Institute of Canada member, student and, now, Certified Leasing Officer.
The gurus’ claim: learning gave them an upper hand to succeed and become industry leaders. Pursuing a CRF (Certified in Real Estate Finance) or FRI (Fellow of the Real Estate Institute) designation taught them how to find and then
how to dominate niche markets. They also learned from
fellow REIC members how to weather economic storms;
an outcome only realized because they were taught how
to analyze markets beyond just understanding current CAP
rates.
There are other advantages too. For example, CLO students
were stunned to learn about the law as it relates to commercial leasing. Some had been in the industry for years
and it was only until their pursuit of learning that they realized how exposed both they and their companies were to
potential lawsuits.
It was only through learning that the CLO students understood the core reasons as to why some conflicts exploded
into costly litigation. It’s no doubt this knowledge will help

them protect themselves from common mistakes, lawsuits
and embarrassment. Something I’ve witnessed far too often.
Why Formally Learn When You Can Learn From Your
Mistakes?
You’re right. We can learn from our mistakes. And, as any
business god will tell you, it’s very important to do so. But,
I prefer how my grandmother – someone who successfully
overcame more than just a tech bubble (she faced poverty,
starvation, racism, sexism, war, and violence without even
breaking a sweat) – said it:
“Stupid people never learn from their mistakes. Average
people learn from their mistakes. But, truly smart people,
they learn from other people’s mistakes.”
It just makes sense – I do not want to learn what it’s like to
go through litigation, rebuild (if possible) a damaged reputation or declare bankruptcy. Some characterize this as
necessary “growing pains” or an exciting part of the roller
coaster of life, but I don’t like physical pain and I can’t
even handle Canada’s Wonderland. I’d prefer to learn from
others.
How to Learn
Learning, however, isn’t that easy. It must be deliberate and
you have to work at it. Learning is not attained by chance;
it must be sought for with ardor and attended to with diligence. (Abigail Adams)
The way to learn can be encapsulated in one verb: to com-

mit. You have to commit yourself to learning. This means
you have to do unpleasant things like getting up early,
spending less time watching kittens on YouTube and doing things that will get you no recognition; as mentioned
before, learning is far too vanilla to tweet, instagram or
facebook. Learning requires listening, reading, quiet observations, early mornings and late evenings, going to classes,
and practising. And it’s only years later that you’ll have the
knowledge to do the “tweetable”, glamorous stuff – experiment, create and challenge what you’ve learned.
It is only after going through the process of learning that
you’ll find yourself more confident, able to connect seemingly disparate ideas to find opportunities and act with a
healthy does of fearlessness. Once you see these outcomes
and the success that follows, you’ll be addicted.
If your New Year’s Resolution is to increase your clientele,
enhance your professionalism and prevent lawsuits, then
learn. It’s the proven panacea for change. While you may
be smarter than the rest and have all the answers, it’s only
“what you learn after you know it all that counts”. John
Wooden
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REIC member-only discussion FORUMS
Stay connected and
informed. Anytime.
Anywhere.
To access/participate in
member forums:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Click Login from top of
website homepage
Enter login information
Select REIC CONNECT
icon
Select from forum list

For login or technical assistance contact
sandra.demedeiros@reic.com

As a member of REIC, you are part of a network of
like-minded professionals. Take advantage of this
vast network with the new member-only online forum
- REIC Connect!
•
•
•
•

Share knowledge on real estate industry
issues
Exchange ideas that improve best practices
Gain perspectives from industry peers on current and emerging trends
Network for business referrals

The REIC forum provides a platform exclusive to REIC members to exchange
information relevant to their specific sectors of interest and/or chapter.
•
•
•
•

National forum (for all members, for general discussions)
Sector specific forums (for all members, for sector specific
discussions)
Topical discussion forums (for all members, for discussion and
exchange on specific topics)
Chapter forums (members have access to their own chapter forum
only; for chapter news, updates, activity, events, etc.)

We encourage you to leverage REIC CONNECT to grow your personal network
through discussions on topics of mutual interest.

